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Personal History with AI
• CA Technologies (2002)
• AI proof-of-concept: Predicting email activity (disturbing)

• Traced to Professor Yoh-Han Pao, uncle of CA founder, Charles Wang
• Introduction to AI @ Case Western Reserve University (1981)

• Possible application born in Israel (2014): Knowmail
• AI to help reduce time spent on unproductive, irrelevant email

Artificial intelligence (AI) – Hot Tech Trend
• Every tech company seems to be talking about what it's doing with AI
• The term “artificial intelligence” does not have a fixed definition

• Is AI real? Does it add value? Is it overhyped?
• IBM CEO Ginni Rometty (claimed in 2016): $2T over decade (no facts)

• Overhyped, but real: impact on economy large (disrupting everything)
• Each $1 of AI spend has a force-multiplier impact on an incumbent industry

• Startup investment trends:
• $44.6B across 5,037 deals from Q1'13 to Q3’18 per Crunchbase ($15B ’17 | $15B ’18)
• USA (53.9%), China (9.0%), UK (7.1%), Israel (3.6%), Canada (3.4%), RoW (23.0%)

• PwC: AI will increase GDP by 14% between 2018 and 2030 ($15.7T)
• Future value of AI in global economy > current output of India + China

AI: Good, Bad, or Both?
• Elon Musk (October 2014): AI more dangerous
than nuclear weapons
• “With artificial intelligence, we are summoning the
demon.”

• Stuart McClure, CEO of cybersecurity unicorn
Cylance, an AI-based antivirus product, blog post
• “I ask you to look beyond the robot uprising media
memes and consider AI as the problem-solving
technology that it is.”

AI: Both Wonderful and Disturbing
• Efficient search makes life easier but creates privacy issues
• Use of AI in society is similar: focus more on help than harm

• Example: AI/ML in the cybersecurity arms race
• Use for good: protect from or actively hunt for cyber threats
• Historical AV dependent on signatures
• AI model-based solutions learn to recognize malicious patterns

• Use for bad: weaponize cyber attacks (next generation malware)
• Malware that conceals itself until it reaches a specific victim (biometric
recognition, geo)
• Remains hidden (stealthy) like a sniper until it finds its victim (ultra
targeted and evasive)

AI for Consumers is Everywhere (no going back)
• Goal: keeping users connected to company ecosystems
• Digital assistants (iPhone Siri, Amazon Alexa, Microsoft Cortana,
Google Assistant) use AI to analyze human voice commands and
respond in useful ways (driven by innovation in NLP)
• Related: Google Maps (Waze navigation), Netflix recommendations,
chatbots, driverless cars, smart homes

• Goal: drive opportunities into the enterprise
• Digital assistants as gateways to ERP, CRM, and other BI services

• Verticals:
• autonomous cars, general analytics, logistics, industrial robots,
surgical, personal and care-bots, drones, edtech, and more

AI as Key to Driverless Cars (Mobility Tech)
• Goal: Driverless cars reduce crash-related deaths 300K/decade (USA)
• IHS Markit estimates that more than 33 million autonomous vehicles will be
sold globally in 2040 (from 51,000 estimate in 2021)

• AI makes autonomous driving
systems possible
• high-powered graphics
processors analyze images and
data collected by on-board
cameras and sensors
• social AI-powered systems –
learning from one car is passed
to all others

AI in Healthcare
• Healthcare = 18% of USA GDP and growing (with aging population)
• AI can bring that spend down – for example:
• AI-powered voice-to-text transcription technology
• reduce work time for doctors by up to 17% (Accenture)
• estimated to reduce $150 billion in annual healthcare costs by 2026

• AI in medical imaging
• global shortage of radiologists
• need to reduce queue volumes

AI/ML in Diagnostic Medical Imaging
• Tools to process and analyze
medical images ↑$2B (2023): “AI
will transform the diagnostic
imaging industry” (Signify Research)

• enhanced productivity, increased diagnostic accuracy, more personalized treatment
planning, and improved clinical outcomes
• enabling radiology departments to cope with the increasing volume of diagnostic
imaging procedures, despite the chronic shortage of radiologists
• cautious optimism despite concerns over accuracy, reliability, and liability issues

AI in Finance
• $1.27B in 2017 projected to reach $7.28B by 2023
• CAGR of 33.8% over the period

• Solutions and services include
• chatbots, credit scoring, quantitative and asset
management, fraud detection, and others

• Financial services - early integrator of AI
• enhance the customer experience and understand
consumer behavior
• handle growing big data analysis (including machine
learning of patterns linked to identify fraud)
• Robo-Advisors $225B market by 2020

Three Cognitive-Based Services in FinServ
• Engagement:
• AI which interacts with the users in natural language and acts on behalf of
them (chatbots)

• Insights:
• AI which performs deep data analysis to provide insights (investigation tools)

• Automation:
• AI which replicates human actions and judgment

AI and Identification of Financial Crimes
• 2% - 5% of global GDP ($800B to $2T) is laundered annually
• Linked to terror financing, drug trade, human trafficking and corruption

• Approximately 1/3 of financial institutions have deployed AI for AML
• Vendors: Ayasdi, BAE, Deloitte, IBM, Palantir, QuantaVerse, ThetaRay

Five Areas of Cognitive Automation in FinServ
• Customer Risk Assessment: analyzing massive amount of unstructured data from
private and public sources (like social media) to build comprehensive profiles of
customers and related parties to better assess risks.
• AML Transaction Monitoring System (TMS): using AI-based AML to significantly
reduce high number of ‘false positives’ (>95% of all alerts identified legacy TMS):
system learn from human supervisors. [ThetaRay]
• Regulatory Compliance: AI for quick investigation of large amounts of data and
development of baseline Suspicious Activity Reports (SAR). [Cognigo]
• Payment and Insurance Fraud: AI to prevent fraud through predictive analytics
and identification of complex patterns in seemingly unrelated transactions.
[BioCatch]
• Conduct Risks (Insider Trading, Bribery and Corruption): AI to detect suspicious
staff behavior by analyzing data across multiple channels and repositories (trades,
calls, messages, etc.) to detect suspicious staff behavior, inconsistencies and
hidden relationships, and uncover improper revenue recognition or weaknesses
in business.

Beware of Danger – Four Examples
• Advantages over (traditional) rule-based analytics
• But only if combined with human instinct and local knowledge to ensure
reliable and relevant outcomes

• Reinforcing pre-existing biases (human-supervised learning)
• Current AI algorithms cannot YET be trusted with fully automated decisions

• Lower transparency
• As AI system trains and learns, it is often unclear how decisions are reached
• Could it develop a bias against loans to specific people based on groups?

• Infringement on customer privacy and data protection regulations
• GDPR prohibits fully automated decision-making that has a legal effect
• Do customers need to give consent for AI to train on their data?

AI Negatives Shouldn’t Frighten Investors
• Jobs – up or down?
• AI automating not only “blue collar” but also entry-level “white collar” jobs
• 38% of U.S. jobs are vulnerable to being eliminated by automation (PwC)
• 1.8M jobs lost but 2.3M jobs created (Gartner)

• Concerns about the potential dangers of autonomous weapons
• Calls for regulations
• https://autonomousweapons.org

• Russian President Vladimir Putin:
• whichever nation is the leader in AI will be the “the ruler of the world”

• Likely others but focus is on the positive!
• Such as Sense Education

AI Software Helping Teachers Grade Tests
• Sense Education honored at EdTech summit in
Madrid, Spain
• named the number one EdTech startup at South Summit’s
2018 enlightED competition
• 600 global startups in digital education competed

• produces AI-generated personalized feedback suggestions
about the students’ work in the fields of finance,
engineering, accounting, science, and technology, and
also suggests a grade
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OurCrowd AI Investments (10/2018)
• Airobotics: completely autonomous, pilotless drone solution with a multipurpose, on-demand, industrial-grade platform
• BioCatch: Uses behavioral biometrics and artificial intelligence to detect online threats and stop financial fraud
• BrainQ: non-invasive technology to treat a range of neurological pathologies, using proprietary AI algorithms to create tailored
electromagnetic fields which target patients’ impaired neural networks to repair neural connectivity and enhance natural rehabilitation
• C2A: combining large-system security, artificial intelligence, machine learning, and hardware and software security solutions to develop
cyber security for connected vehicles

• DreaMed: developers of a next-generation machine learning solution for diabetes management and decision support
• Hailo: Semiconductor company developing a proprietary chip for AI and machine learning in edge devices rather than in data centers/the
cloud with a focus on data-processing in autonomous vehicles (currently raising Series B)

• Inflowz: AI-based SaaS solution to optimize the enterprise sales process
• Intuition Robotics: Active aging robotic companion (named Elli-Q) that uses sophisticated artificial intelligence technology and machine
learning algorithms to deliver information in a contextually relevant and personalized way to enable millions of older adults to connect
seamlessly with family and friends, have easy and intuitive access to technology, and engage in an active lifestyle.
• Magisto: unique AI-based video production and marketing technology for business (20m ARR, cash flow positive)
• MedAware: big data analytics and machine learning that enables healthcare providers and pharmacy chains to identify and eliminate
prescription errors
• ThetaRay: big data analytics solutions based on AI & machine learning, that provides a platform for detection of fraud, unknown threats and
risks to protect critical infrastructure and financial services.
• VayaVision: AI-driven raw data sensor fusion platform for autonomous cars
• Zebra Medical Vision: AI algorithms that assists radiologists in detecting often overlooked indications by analyzing millions of imaging
records and providing an automated, accurate and timely medical image diagnosis for multiple medical conditions

